
HOW TO WRITE AMERICAN PHONE NUMBER

So, a US phone number â€œ() â€“â€• is represented in International format as â€œ+1 () â€“â€•. Note: the parentheses
and dashes.

Seven-digit BBBB numbers also exist. National service numbers[ edit ] There are national telephone services
which have phone numbers in the format of 1XX or 1XXX, without any area code. In this case, is not usually
put in the brackets, neither nor. Telephone numbers were nine digits long in Tokyo and Osaka until the late s,
when a seventh digit was added to the subscriber number. The total length of the Subscriber Trunk Dialing
code and the phone number is 10 digits. If possible, email us! Iran[ edit ] All telephone numbers in Iran are 11
digits long initial 0 plus ten numbers. When calling domestically, landline numbers are preceded by a zero 0
xxxx xxxx, example 0 while mobile numbers are preceded by 0 plus one digit 0x xxxx xxxx, example 06 
Because of this, unofficially people often write numbers as 0xx xxx xxx  South Korea[ edit ] South Korean
phone numbers can be as short as 7 digits and as long as 11 digits, because, when making a local call i.
However, calls from landlines to non-local mobile numbers need to be prefixed with 0. However, their
assignment is on a first-come first-served basis. The White House. The middle three-digit part is extended to
four digits in many areas due to the increased number of telephone users. New Zealand[ edit ] Almost all New
Zealand telephone numbers are seven digits long, with a single-digit access code and a single-digit area code
for long-distance domestic calls. The White House is unable to accept cash, checks, bonds, gift certificates,
foreign currency, or other monetary equivalents. Mobile numbers follow the same format, but with the area
code being two digits, i. Therefore, please do not send items of personal importance, such as family
photographs, because items may not be returned. Subscriber numbers have 8 digits and there are no area
codes. The number is for reporting spies, especially from North Korea. When written for a local audience, the
optional area code is omitted. If you are dialing from another country the international calling code for
Malaysia is "60" which may be confusing; do not dial an extra "0" before the rest of the digits. For
international calls, "0" in the area code is often omitted, because it is not necessary to dial 0 from foreign
countries. And finally, be sure to include the full address of the White House to make sure your message gets
to us as quickly and directly as possible: The White House Washington, DC Sending Gifts The President and
the First Lady strongly encourage all Americans to consider sending contributions to their favorite charities in
lieu of gifts to the First Family. It is quite common for Central American businesses to write the whole phone
number, including the country code in parentheses, on business cards, signs, stationery, etc. Also in this case,
15XX, 16XX or are not put in the brackets, neither nor. Each WX is assigned to a service provider while W is
usually '3' through '9'. While the numbers starting with e. The remaining 8 digits are the subscriber number.
Please include your return address on your letter as well as your envelope. Toll Free: These are usually ten
digit numbers beginning with  For local calls, both the 0 and area code are omitted. Police is used to access an
emergency service Fire, Ambulance, Police, Roadside assistance or a value-added service. Service numbers:
These are usually three or four digit numbers e. There are no area codes. The area code may be two digits long
for some cities such as Seoul and Gwacheon these two cities use the same area code and three digits for other
cities such as Incheon, Busan and most of the cities in Gyeonggi-do. The brackets and the dash are also often
omitted. Mobile numbers should never have parentheses.


